Company Fruit Size History Report

For those growers who record fruit sizing in OrchardNet we now have a new report which will compare historical fruit sizing by variety across all of your fruit sized blocks.

To run the new report head over to the fruit size center by clicking on the apple icon 🍎 on the company front page and then click on the link to the new report.

Pick Days after full bloom or Actual date for the X axis and reduce the years history if you wish to see less detail.

Graphs will then be produced for varieties that have fruit sizing and full bloom dates recorded.

If readings have been recorded with three measurements then also a calculated fruit weight graph will be shown.

The graphs are plotted using an average three days either side of the readings in order to smooth out the variations.
Example of the produced graphs

If you wish to switch off certain years then click on the coloured year keys.

Please let me know if you have any questions. adrian.stone@agfirst.co.nz